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Degradation of the CaF2(111) surface by air exposure
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Abstract

We investigate the electronic and geometric structure of CaF2(111) surfaces produced by cleavage in air in
comparison to surfaces cleaved in an ultra-high vacuum. An analysis with ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
reveals a broadening of the fluorine 2p valence band peak, the formation of a broad band of occupied electronic
states extending into the band gap and an increase in electron scattering after the surface has been exposed to air.
We attribute these effects to the incorporation of gas molecules into the crystal and chemical reactions at the surface.
Surface modifications appear as stable, nanometer-sized patches of reactants that can be directly observed by scanning
force microscopy. These patches are found to be randomly distributed over the surface and have a height never
exceeding the minimum possible step height on the CaF2(111) surface. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that oxygen
in the crystal can be transformed into CaO when metallising the surface and near surface bulk by low-energy electron
irradiation. Oxidation is strongly enhanced by electron-stimulated diffusion of oxygen. By monitoring oxidation in a
shallow surface layer with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, we also monitor thermally activated diffusion of oxygen
to the surface after electron irradiation. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Surface structure, morphology, roughness, and topography; Visible and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy; X-ray photoelectron
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1. Introduction several articles about topics related to laser lithog-
raphy at 193 nm).

A severe limitation in the development of equip-In recent years, calcium difluoride has gained
great importance as an optical material in the ment for ultraviolet laser lithography, however, is

the degradation and destruction of optical compo-ultraviolet spectral range. Providing high transmis-
sion for light of a wavelength down to 130 nm [1], nents by a large number of intense laser pulses [3].

It is known that for 248 nm light, the detrimentalit is one of the very few materials suitable for
optics operated in the deep ultraviolet spectral interaction of laser light with highest purity materi-

als is exclusively determined by surface propertiesrange, especially for the next generation laser
lithography machines operating at a wavelength [4], and the resistivity against damage and ablation

may be increased by a factor of more than two byof 193 nm (Ref. [2] provides a compilation of
advanced surface preparation techniques [4,5].
Advancements in grinding and polishing tech-
niques for brittle optical surfaces yield both a* Corresponding author. Fax: +49-30-838-6059.
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structural imperfections causing mechanical insta- 2. Experimental
bility [6 ]. The ultimate limit of damage resistivity,
however, is defined by the properties of the most Samples were commercial high-purity (111)-

oriented CaF2 crystals either cleaved in air and‘perfect’ surface that can be produced and used in
a standard industrial environment, i.e. the proper- then transferred into an ultra-high vacuum ( UHV )

environment or cleaved in situ. Rectangularties of flat terraces on a crystal, cleaved and
handled in air. (20×20×3 mm3) or rod-like (6 mm diameter)

crystals were mounted in a titanium sample holderIn an effort to explore this limit, the present
paper is devoted to the characterisation of crystals that could be heated by means of resistive heater

elements. To remove surface contaminants, crystalscleaved in air along the (111) natural cleavage
plane with respect to their surface geometric and were heated up to 700 K for 30 min prior to

measurements. The base pressure in our UHVelectronic structure in comparison to properties of
surfaces produced by cleavage in an ultra-high systems was below 5×10−8 Pa. During heating,

the pressure attained higher values but nevervacuum. We demonstrate that air cleavage results
in chemical reactions of components of the ambi- exceeded a level of 10−7 Pa for more than a few

minutes. UPS was performed with unpolarisedent air with the surface introducing a small but
significant roughness in the form of nanometer- light from an ultraviolet (UV ) discharge source

operated at 21.2 eV (He I line). Except for onesized patches of reactants covering the surface in
a random pattern. Correspondingly the electronic series of measurements, photoelectrons were

recorded in normal emission by a hemisphericalstructure exhibits a broad band of occupied states
extending into the band gap. We demonstrate double-pass analyser providing 100 meV energy

resolution. In all UPS results displayed below, thefurthermore that oxygen plays a major role in the
surface degradation process and that the original electron yield is plotted as a function of the

electron kinetic energy as determined with thesurface reactants may be transformed into CaO
by irradiation of the surface with low-energy analyser since a conversion to binding energies is

difficult in some cases due to charging effects and(2.5 keV ) electrons. The process is explained in
terms of a model involving diffusion and activation is not necessary for our purposes. XPS measure-

ments were made under similar conditions in aenhanced by the electron impact. For our investiga-
tions, we used three different experimental tech- separate vacuum system with 1487 eV photons

(AlK
a

line). In this case, the electron energy analy-niques, namely ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy ( UPS) to sensitively detect band-gap sis was accomplished by a single-pass hemispheri-

cal analyser, and an overall energy resolution ofstates and effects of oxygen uptake in a surface
layer, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy ( XPS) 1 eV was obtained. The binding energies given for

the X-ray photoelectron spectra presented belowwith a lower sampling depth1 to monitor surface
oxidation and its creation by diffusion of oxygen have been derived from the measured kinetic ener-

gies by relating them to the Fermi level of thefrom the bulk to the surface and scanning force
microscopy (SFM) to reveal the geometric struc- analyser. To stimulate surface oxidation, in some

experiments, the surface was irradiated withture of clean and air-exposed surfaces.
2.5 keV electrons from a source providing a defo-
cused beam with an almost homogeneous intensity
variable from 50 to 200 mA/cm2 at the sample1 The sampling depth for 1 keV photoelectrons emitted in our
surface. The surface area from which photo-XPS measurements can be determined from the universal curve

for the mean free path of electrons in matter (e.g. see Ref. [11], electrons were sampled in both cases was much
p. 7). The universal curve does not apply to photoelectrons with smaller than the square of 4×4 mm2 irradiated
kinetic energies below the inelastic electron–electron scattering with electrons. The sample temperature during
limit that are relevant for our UPS studies. We determined a

electron irradiation was kept constant in all experi-UPS sampling depth of several nanometers in photoemission
ments at a value of about 400 K. SFM micrographsexperiments on CaF2 epitaxial thin films of various thickness.

Detailed results will be published elsewhere. were taken at room temperature with a commercial
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UHV scanning force microscope operated in the
dynamic mode, as described in detail elsewhere [7].

There are two important issues arising from the
surface analysis on dielectric crystals, both related
to the poor conductivity of this class of materials:
first, is the experimental result influenced by sample
charging, and, second, to what extent is the surface
modified by the process of measurements? In the
case of SFM measurements, we tested the reso-
lution and calibration at step edges and took care
to avoid artefacts due to local charges by heating
samples prior to the measurements. We can exclude
any scanning-induced surface alteration since the

Fig. 1. Demonstration of the influence of continued irradiation
interaction of the SFM tip with the surface is very with 21.2 eV photons on the ultraviolet photoemission spectrum
weak in the dynamic mode of operation. This, of CaF2(111). The logarithm of the normal emission photo-

electron yield at the beginning and 225 min after the start ofhowever, is not as straightforward for a photoemis-
the irradiation is plotted as a function of electron kinetic energy.sion experiment. Bulk insulating crystals have a

tendency to charge up during photon irradiation
where the charge may result in a shift, broadening tion. Corresponding results have been obtained
or even suppression of photoemission features in for XPS measurements, where we found clear
the spectra. In a previous study [8], we investigated evidence of F center production upon prolonged
such effects in detail and presented methods of irradiation in earlier experiments [10]. In both
how to reduce or fully compensate charging. In cases, defect production is below a level that would
some measurements presented here, we found affect our observations. As will be shown below,
charging in the form of a slight shift of photoemis- however, electron irradiation as applied here has
sion spectra on the kinetic energy scale. However, a tremendous effect on both UPS and XPS spectra
since the interpretation of our results does not of air-cleaved crystals. This can be understood by
depend on the absolute position of photoemission considering that this type of irradiation provides
features, none of the conclusions presented here is an energy input density and, hence, defect creation
affected by charging in any way. density that is at least three orders of magnitude

A much more severe problem related to our larger than that of the photons2. In various experi-
photoemission studies is sample damage. Both ments we found that the concentration of air
photons from our UPS and the XPS source are exposure related impurities is much smaller than
known to create permanent damage in a CaF2 the electron irradiation induced defect density.
crystal mostly in the form of F center defects [9].
The impact of the low-energy photons used for
UPS on an air-cleaved sample is demonstrated in 3. Structure of air- and UHV-cleaved surfaces
Fig. 1. The main features in such a spectrum are
the F 2p peak, and a much weaker emission in the A major goal of the present work is the investi-
band-gap region that will be discussed in detail in gation of the influence of air exposure on surfaces
Section 3. Here, we note that the band-gap emis- prepared by cleavage. To accomplish this, we
sion is reduced by a certain factor due to irradia-

2 The energy deposition density for electrons is 270 eV/nm3stion for 225 min, whereas we observe a strong
assuming a beam of 2.5 keV electrons with an intensity ofincrease in secondary electron emission with very
50 mA/cm2 and a penetration depth of 30 nm. For the 21.2 eVlow kinetic energies. The important result is, how-
photons of our UPS source, we find a deposition density of

ever, that the relative loss of intensity in the band- 0.19 eV/nm3s, assuming a flux of 2×1011/s photons distributed
gap region is the same for all energies, and no new over a spot of 1.5 mm diameter penetrating 13 nm into the

sample.spectral features appear upon prolonged irradia-
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performed direct comparisons, i.e. cleaved crystals from different air-cleaved samples varied between
measurements, but in all cases, the emission wasunder identical conditions and applied exactly the

same surface treatment except that cleavage of one much stronger than for UHV-cleaved samples.
The band gap emission tail for the air-cleavedof the crystals was performed in UHV, whereas

the other was cleaved in ambient air. For a compar- samples extends to energies up to 9.5 eV above the
normal emission peak of the valence band. Atison of the electronic structures, we applied UPS

probing occupied states in the valence band and present, the nature of valence band broadening
and its relation to band-gap states is not yet clear,the band gap. A typical spectrum probing emission

normal to the sample surface is shown in Fig. 2 in but we assume that it is a result of oxygen dissolved
in the crystal lattice and thus closely related to thea logarithmic representation of data to better

visualise the small electron yield in the band-gap process of stimulated oxidation discussed below.
The other features apparent in Fig. 2 are attrib-region. There are three features distinguishing the

spectrum of the air-cleaved sample from that of uted to the introduction of surface roughness or
defects created by air exposure within the UPSthe surface prepared by UHV cleavage. First, the

emission in the band-gap region is much stronger sampling depth. It is well known that such imper-
fections cause scattering of photoelectrons whenand tails further into the band gap. Second, the

valence band peak (F 2p) is somewhat broadened, introduced into a perfect crystal [11]. Such scatter-
ing results in a reduction in photoemission inten-and, third, the secondary electron emission is

strongly enhanced. By cleaving samples in UHV sity in the region of higher kinetic energies and
causes a high yield of secondary electrons with aand then exposing them to air prior to UPS

investigation, we confirmed that the appearance of very low kinetic energy, as is evident from the
comparison of spectra shown in Fig. 2. Evenall features is caused by exposure to air and does

not require air to be present during the process of stronger evidence for the presence of electron
scattering is found in photoelectron spectra withcleavage.

The first observation is clear proof that air angular resolution, as presented in Fig. 3. The
upper traces show spectra from a UHV-cleavedcleavage introduces a large number of additional

band-gap states and that these states are not due crystal with two peaks varying in relative intensities
upon changing the angle of emission, which is veryto cleavage-related structural imperfections but are

impurity states created by air exposure of the similar to our observations when growing epitaxial
CaF2 thin films and would be expected for asurface. The intensity of the band gap emission
perfectly crystalline surface [12]. The total valence
band emission intensity, however, does not change
dramatically when sampling in different directions.
The picture is completely different for a measure-
ment on the air-cleaved sample shown in the lower
frame. There, the angle-dependent valence band
structure is completely smeared out, and the
valence band emission intensity strongly decreases
when photoelectrons pass a thicker sheet of mate-
rial for observation under a small angle with the
surface. However, the yield of secondary electrons
is strongly enhanced for all emission angles when
compared to the spectra obtained from the UHV-
cleaved crystal.

Fig. 2. Comparison of ultraviolet photoemission spectra of sur- The UPS results suggest a significant structural
faces prepared by cleavage in UHV and air. The logarithm of

modification when exposing the surface to air. Tothe normal emission photoelectron yield is plotted as a function
verify this modification on a nanoscopic scale, weof electron kinetic energy. Yield curves have been scaled and

shifted in energy so that the maxima of both curves coincide. applied scanning force microscopy and imaged
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Fig. 3. Comparison of angle-resolved ultraviolet photoemission
spectra of surfaces prepared by cleavage in UHV and air.

equivalent surface regions of UHV and air-cleaved
crystals. Typical examples are shown in Fig. 4. In
the upper micrograph showing the result for the
UHV cleavage, we find an atomically flat terrace

Fig. 4. Comparison of scanning force micrographs obtained onand steps with a height of 0.32 nm corresponding
surfaces prepared by cleavage in UHV and air. The apparent

to the height of a F–Ca–F triple layer of the steps have a height of 0.32 nm corresponding to the height of
fluorite structure. As the surface was imaged a a F–Ca–F triple layer on the CaF2(111) surface.
short time after cleavage, we did not detect any
signs of contamination. A completely different
topography is found for the air-cleaved surface tures in a series of measurements on different areas

of the sample and comparative studies on differentexhibiting a strong corrugation in the form of a
granular structure. Terraces and edges are covered samples. First, it is found that even as the dosage

of various gases is extremely high during air expo-with nanometer-sized patches that are randomly
distributed over the surface. These structures sure, the surface is never completely covered with

patches, but we always find surface regions whereturned out to be absolutely stable during repetitive
scanning also with a higher resolution and were the flat CaF2 surface is present. Therefore, we

conclude that the progression of surface degrada-found to have lateral dimensions of a few nanome-
ters. Presently, it is not possible to image such tion is limited by some property of the surface or

limiting process rather than by the supply offeatures with a resolution higher than several nano-
meters or to reveal the internal structure of the reactants. Second, we find patches with a signifi-

cant variation in lateral size and elevation, butpatches. However, we note several common fea-
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their height is always smaller than the triple-layer [14], and these studies are continued here in a
more systematic way. In Ref. [14], we have shownstep height. This is clear-cut proof that the

observed features are not composed of CaF2 or that electron irradiation of a UHV-cleaved crystal
does not result in any specific change in band-gapare the result of surface metallisation [13]. Third,

it is found that the surface structure is rather stable photoemission, as measured by UPS while we
observed the development of a band-gap featureagainst thermal treatment. In a series of measure-

ments, our force microscope does not allow when irradiating an air-cleaved crystal.
Here, we prepared several spots on an air-imaging of the same area during or shortly after

heating; however, when imaging the surface in cleaved crystal by irradiation with various electron
dosage densities up to 1 C/cm2. The dosage densitydifferent areas before and after heating to a temper-

ature of 440 K for several hours we cannot recog- was varied by irradiating for different times at
different current density levels ranging from 60 tonise significant differences in surface topography.

This suggests that the patches formed at the surface 180 mA/cm2. Electron irradiation was performed
at a sample temperature of 400 K, and UPS meas-are the product of chemical reactions rather than

a physisorption of gases. urements were performed after heating the crystal
to 490 K to reduce charging. It was found that theSo far, we have shown that air exposure of

CaF2(111) results in dramatic changes to the sur- critical parameter to obtain a specific oxidation
result is the dosage density independent of theface structure on a nanometer scale induced by

reactions between constituents of the air and the apparent current density within the limits that we
tested. Similar to the results presented in Ref. [14],surface, but neither UPS nor scanning force

imaging yields any information about the chemical we observed that with increasing electron dosage,
the valence band emission intensity decreasesstructure of the modified surface. Whereas the

latter is not sensitive to the chemical composition, monotonically while a smaller new feature 3.3 eV
above the valence band edge emerges. For reasonsphotoelectron spectra in the band-gap region are

rather unspecific, and certain constituents cannot given in Ref. [14] and discussed in more detail
below, we assign the electron irradiation inducedbe identified. In Section 4, we will demonstrate

that oxygen plays a major role in the surface band-gap state to the O 2p peak of metal oxide
formed during electron irradiation. Fig. 5 showsdegradation process and that, in fact, not only is

oxygen involved in surface chemistry, but upon
air exposure, it also penetrates into the depth of
the material.

4. Electron-stimulated oxidation

The experimental strategy to reveal the role of
oxygen in the degradation process is based on
irradiation of the surface with low-energy
electrons, metallising the surface and a near-sur-
face layer. Metallic clusters formed by this process
are oxidised by oxygen dissolved in the crystal,
and thus, the oxygen is transformed into a specific
chemical state that can be identified by UPS and
XPS. We find that electron irradiation not only

Fig. 5. Development of oxide formation during irradiation ofactivates oxide formation but also stimulates the
an air-cleaved crystal with 2.5 keV electrons, as measured with

diffusive transport of oxygen from the bulk to the ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. The integrated yield of
surface. The basic experiments along these lines the O 2p peak developing during electron irradiation [14] is

plotted as a function of the electron dosage density.have already been introduced in previous work
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the development of the integrated intensity of the
oxide peak as a function of dosage, i.e. irradiation
time. It can be seen that up to about 15 min
irradiation time corresponding to a dosage of
150 mC/cm2, the intensity rises steeply, and then
the signal continues rising with a much smaller
slope. The curve indicates a slow development
towards a saturation level, but this has not been
determined in these or any other measurements. A
comparison of these results with SFM data
obtained under similar irradiation conditions [15],
however, allows an interpretation of the curve in
the sense of a subdivision into two parts where
different processes dominate the oxidation beha-
vior. From the SFM measurements performed
under similar experimental conditions, it is known
that metal colloids grow during irradiation, but
after 15 min, a large fraction of the surface is
covered by metal forming an irregular film with
an average thickness of about 5 nm. This film
effectively shields the surface from incoming
electrons, and the production of surface metal is
essentially saturated after 20 min. Hence, we antici-

Fig. 6. X-ray photoelectron spectra in the region of the O 1spate that the slow rise in oxide intensity above the
and Ca 2p peaks for the pristine and electron irradiatedmetal saturation dosage density of 150 mC/cm2 is
CaF2(111) surface. Electron irradiation was performed withdue to a reduced interaction of the electrons with
2.5 keV electrons at a dosage density of 100 mC/cm2.

the CaF2 crystal. In the region below saturation,
however, the oxide production rate may either be
determined by the metal production efficiency or able prior to irradiation, whereas it is clearly

developed at a binding energy of 532.5 eV afterthe available supply of oxygen.
To clarify this, we performed supplementary irradiation. In various experiments, the peak posi-

tion shifted somewhat, but these shifts couldmeasurements with XPS. The sampling depth is
smaller in this case, and so we can study oxidation clearly be attributed to sample charging by relating

the peak position to that of the Ca 2p peak thatin a surface sheet with a thickness of about 2 nm
instead of 6 nm as probed by UPS1. Furthermore, shifted accordingly. For the discussion in Section 5,

it is important to note that we did not observein these experiments, we did not measure the
amount of oxide present after certain electron any significant shift in the O 1s peak that may

have indicated the presence of oxygen in a differentdoses but monitored oxide formation as a function
of time elapsed after irradiation, thus probing chemical state from that observed in Fig. 6. In the

Ca 2p doublet, however, a significant chemicalthermal diffusion of oxygen to the surface. Samples
were irradiated with a dosage density of shift of about 2.5 eV was observed. Most notable

was the growth of a new peak at the low-energy100 mC/cm2 at 420 K and XPS spectra taken in
certain time intervals after irradiation. We specifi- side of the doublet during irradiation. The develop-

ment of this peak reflects the gradual transforma-cally observed the temporal development of the
O 1s and Ca 2p peaks, respectively. Spectra in the tion from Ca in its metallic state or bonded in the

fluoride to an oxide compound [16 ].region of these peaks taken prior to electron
irradiation and on the fully oxidised surface are The temporal development of the ratio of O 1s

and Ca 2p integrated intensities after irradiation isdisplayed in Fig. 6. The O 1s peak is barely measur-
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displayed in Fig. 7 for two sets of measurements. photoemission spectrum measured in our experi-
ments is expected to be a weighted integral overIn the first set, the sample temperature was kept

constant at 400 K, i.e. at the temperature of irradi- several directions. This readily explains the flat,
structureless peak of the oxide feature observed ination. As indicated by the dashed line, data can

be described reasonably well by an exponential our spectra. The measured width of about 4 eV is
compatible with the theoretical prediction3.function, and a rise time of 40 h can be extracted

by a fit to the data. In the second set, the temper- Also, our XPS results accord well with the
results on oxide formation found in the literature.ature was increased to 513 K, and we found a

drastically smaller rise time of 1.4 h. This temper- It is well established that the O 1s peak may be
shifted by up to 4 eV when the oxygen is notature effect has also been observed reproducibly

in other measurements not displayed here and will directly bonded to an alkali but in the form of a
hydroxide or molecularly adsorbed water [19]. Inbe interpreted in Section 5.
adsorption experiments with water on defective
CaF2 surfaces, water either adsorbed as a molecule
or dissociated to form oxide or hydroxide [20,21].5. Discussion and conclusions
In the latter case, the O 1s peak is always shifted
to a binding energy higher than the value ofThe valence band of CaO is mainly formed by

the oxygen 2p states [17], and therefore, it is 532.5 eV observed in our experiments. Since we
did not observe any such shifted peaks but didplausible that in UPS, we find a feature similar to

that of the fluorine 2p emission from CaF2. observe the chemically shifted oxide satellite of the
Ca 2p peak, we conclude that oxygen is present atHowever, angle-resolved CaO valence band photo-

emission spectra for 40.8 eV (He II ) photon energy our surfaces only in the form of CaO.
Next, we seek explanations for the oxidationhave been calculated, and the predicted spectrum

appeared as a one- or two-peak structure strongly curves from Figs. 5 and 7. We exclude oxide forma-
tion from the residual gas as the main source fordepending on the direction of emission [18]. Due

to the different structures and lattice constants of the features observed by estimating the maximum
possible amount of oxygen that could be producedCa and CaO, we expect a polycrystalline growth

of oxide rather than a well-ordered layer, and the by exposure to the residual gas. We assume that a
certain metallised surface area is subject to the
oxygen partial pressure of the residual gas, and
during this exposure, a monolayer of oxide is
formed. Further oxidation is much slower, and the
monolayer coverage defines the saturation level.
The growth of such a monolayer is a function of
exposure time, t, where the time constant, t,
describes the speed of approach to the saturation
coverage:

N(t)=N
0
(1−e−t/t)

with t=
N
0

gP
E3mkT.

Fig. 7. Integrated O 1s X-ray photoemission yield as a function
3 The calculation in Ref. [18] predicts a width of approxi-of time after irradiation with 100 mC/cm2 of 2.5 keV electrons.

The crystal temperature was kept constant at an irradiation mately 3 eV. However, for comparable calculations on MgO, it
was found that the calculated width of the peak structure is atemperature of 400 K in the first measurement but fixed at

513 K after irradiation for the second measurement. The dashed factor of about 1.4 smaller than the measured width. We assume
that a similar correction has to be applied to the comparisonand dotted lines are exponential fits yielding time constants for

thermally driven surface oxidation. for CaF2.
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Here, N(t) denotes the number of oxidised CaF2 [13], and the same might apply for oxygen
ions. Apparently, oxygen diffusion is already acti-surface sites, N0 the number of initially available

sites, g the sticking coefficient, P the oxygen partial vated at a temperature of 490 K, which compares
well with the activation energy of 0.64 eV foundpressure and T the gas temperature (k: Boltzmann

constant; m: oxygen atomic mass). Assuming an in the literature. The fact that oxidation effects are
not observed in UHV cleaved crystals [14] showsupper limit of the oxygen partial pressure of

2×10−10 Pa and a sticking coefficient of 1, the that in our high-purity crystals, oxygen is not
present in a significant quantity at the beginningtime constant is about 125 h. This value is much

larger than the time constant obtained in the low- but is introduced by exposure to ambient air.
Since our spectroscopic experiments are nottemperature oxidation measurement of Fig. 5. XPS

measurements at a higher temperature and even calibrated, we are not able to determine the con-
centration of oxygen present in the surface layermore UPS during electron irradiation yield oxida-

tion rates that are several orders of magnitudes after air exposure, and it is not clear a priori
whether the oxidation dynamics found in UPSlarger. Hence, it is clear that there is a source of

oxygen in the bulk driving oxidation in the surface measurements, as shown in Fig. 5, is mainly deter-
mined by the metal production rate or the amountlayer. It is known from the literature that oxygen

may be present in a CaF2 crystal and migrate in of available oxygen. We believe, however, that
XPS studies, as shown in Fig. 7 indicate that therethe bulk lattice with an activation energy of 0.64 eV

[22,23]. Therefore, we conclude that a major part is much less oxygen available than metal, and the
oxygen concentration is, in fact, the rate-limitingof the observed oxidation is a result of a diffusive

process carrying oxygen through the lattice to the factor. At a dosage density of 100 mC/cm2, as
applied in the measurements shown in Fig. 7,metallized surface regions probed by photoelectron

spectroscopy. Diffusive oxidation can be described metallisation has almost reached saturation, and
if oxygen were present in large concentrations,by an exponential function similar to that given

for oxidation from the residual gas. In this case, most of the metal would be oxidised already during
electron irradiation. However, during heating afterthe time constant, t, is determined by the oxygen

diffusivity instead of the gas kinetic parameters irradiation, the oxide signal increases by more than
500%, i.e. oxygen present in small concentrationsand will depend on the sample temperature. This

explains well the strong temperature dependence needs time to reach metal clusters to be oxidised
by a slow diffusive motion, but this time can beof thermally driven oxidation observed in Fig. 7.

During the action of the electron beam, how- reduced by thermal activation, as demonstrated by
the higher temperature measurement.ever, the oxidation cannot be described by a simple

exponential function since the number of available In summary, we have shown that the exposure
of a CaF2(111) surface to air results in the uptakeoxidation sites, N0, is a function of time in this

case. From the dependence of the time constant, of a small amount of oxygen by the crystal in a
near surface layer and a severe degradation of thet, on N0, it can be inferred that the production of

metal during oxidation, i.e. a rise in N0, will surface. The surface structures formed during
the degradation are a result of chemical reactionsstrongly accelerate oxidation. This readily explains

the extremely rapid oxidation observed during at the surface and were proved to be stable against
thermal treatment. The oxygen stored in the crystalelectron irradiation (Fig. 5) below the saturation

dosage for metal production, even at the low can be thermally activated and driven to the sur-
face. When the surface is irradiated with low-irradiation temperature of 420 K. An alternative

interpretation is, however, that oxygen transport energy electrons, diffusion is strongly enhanced,
and Ca metal formed by the electron impact isis driven by electron irradiation. This appears to

be plausible if oxygen is present in the crystal in converted into CaO.
Further studies are needed to clarify the role ofthe form of O2− ions, since we have shown recently

that fluorine ions are mobilised in the electric field other components of the air in the surface degrada-
tion process. We anticipate that the observed sur-created by low-energy electron irradiation of
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